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Montclair Firm Continues to Lead the Way in
Bankruptcy Administration and More

20 Year Anniversary Just the Start for
Logan & Company
Only Women Owned Firm of its Type
By Diane Lilli
As my grandmother used to
say, it's not if you will find
yourself in trouble, but when.
Surely anyone alive today can
attest that the past few years
have hit numerous businesses
with a giant sledgehammer, in
the wake of a devastating
economy.
But many firms faced with
financial crisis have come out
of their hard times not only
with a new outlook but also a
new friend - Montclairian Kate
Logan.

Surrounded by many well-wishers, Kate Logan celebrated the 20th anniversary of her
ground breaking firm.

Logan launched her company
20 years ago.Though she owns one of the leading firms specializing in the bankruptcy field, her
growth is the result of a laser vision approach to leading clients through fiscal firestorms.
Indeed, it's getting a business in trouble out of troubled waters and back into a healthy condition
again that truly sets this company apart from others.
"While Logan & Company was created specifically to serve the administrative and processing
needs of companies involved in Chapter 11 proceedings,perhaps the most satisfying part of the

process is the relationships we have built over the years - from a network of attorneys with some
of the sharpest minds in the business to corporate executives and entrepeneurs who we've had the
satisfaction of watching as they re-build and re-establish their companies," said Logan.
One such company learned first hand how an eye to detail backed by legal eagles could come in
handy, and also make a postive difference in thousands of lives.
At the 20th anniversary part hosted by Logan & Company on May 5, F. Jay Castle of WinnDixie Stores, Inc. said Logan's expertise was priceless when his firm went into bankruptcy.
"Kate and her firm handled our business with outstanding service," noted Castle. "I have no
doubt without her help we could not have successfully exited bankruptcy."
Pausing for a moment he added, "Kate had a strong role in saving 55,000 jobs."
What also sets this Montclair firm apart is the fact that Logan is the only woman owned business
in the field.
With 400 chapter 11 cases and many Tort and Class Action issues under her belt, it's no wonder
her anniversary party was an upbeat and lively affair.
During her brief speech, Logan thanked her team of experts numerous times.
One major component of the firm's approach is the hi-tech yet user friendly website offered,
allowing users to instantly view and manage claims data and images.
If you would like to learn more, visit www.loganandco.com.

